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how to use
this guide
There are many wonderful worlds that await you and your child in literature. As a lover of great story I hope that this guide
will play a small role in opening up these worlds to you. The free hours of my childhood were spent embarking on adventures
only found between the covers of books. Stories provided escape, companions, adventure, and excitement. They also taught
me. Characters were either models of character traits I wished to develop or they served to warn me of the dangers of giving
in to my fallen nature. The books I read shaped and influenced me, inspired me to improve myself, and encouraged me on my
way. It is my hope, that through this guide, your child will discover the joy of reading and become a lifelong lover of story. This
new edition contains books I was either not aware of when I wrote the first edition or books that have since been published
and I have fallen in love with these new characters?the squishy baby from So Much, sweet Tessie from Come On, Rain!, and
Auggie in Wonder. There are so many wonderful stories listed here, and I hope you enjoy discovering them as much as I did.
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As a Christ-follower, I believe that our behavior, like our words, reveals our hearts. With that in mind, this guide will always
point to Jesus. He is the lover of our souls and therefore all our actions should be guided by the knowledge that He loved us
so much, He died to save us. Out of this assurance we can face this beautiful and terrible world with ?love, joy, peace,
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patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control? (Galatians 5:22-23). The goal of this guide is not

M

simply good behavior but the cultivation of love for God and others. It is with this in mind that I have written the discussion
questions to prompt conversations about God and His nature, Jesus and the sacrifice He made to save us, and our role within
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the world as people who can bring the love of God to our neighbors.
I have attempted to choose a small sampling of the best of children?s literature for reading aloud. Some of these titles will be
familiar to many, while other new titles will quickly become favorites. For ease of use, I have organized the books into the
following lists: Primary Readers and Intermediate Readers. These lists, organized by author and title, are provided for those
who simply desire some guidance in choosing books to read with your child, or in helping your child choose books to read on
her own. It is my opinion that these books should simply be read for pleasure, allowing the wisdom of the text to become a
part of your child?s person. For those of you who want to read the books with your child(ren) and desire assistance in drawing
out lessons from the text, I have provided Study Notes for the Primary and Intermediate levels that supply comprehension
questions and activities to go along with several titles from each list. This is organized in a lesson plan style to be completed at
the student and teacher ?s chosen pace. The comprehension questions are intended to spark discussion and, therefore, no
answers are provided as there is a tendency to rely on them in a way that can stifle creativity and honest discussion. If you are
not planning on reading along with your child, simply choose the reading list option. The lessons inherent to these stories
require that any discussion of the book be between two people who have both read the text. It is often the case that moral
lessons do not show themselves clearly in many wonderful stories and only become apparent as time and experience have
worked on a person to give him further wisdom. It is therefore unreasonable to expect your child to understand lessons when
you are not guiding her.
Primary and Intermediate are level indicators. Primary books are generally intended for kindergarten through third grade,
Intermediate for fourth through sixth grade. These are rough indicators as many books on the Primary list will be enjoyed by
older readers and vice versa. Use these categories as a guide, not a strict rule.
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Lastly, remember that these lists are only a sampling. They are intended to
direct you and your children toward the best in children?s literature and
are by no means exhaustive. Many more books await discovery! If you
come across a title you feel would add to this study, please let us know.
I?ve also included a list of resource books for parents who want to
continue reading the best books with their children.
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Happy Reading!
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explanator y
notes
Wh y ar e an sw er s n ot pr ovided t o t h e com pr eh en sion an d discu ssion qu est ion s?
As noted in How to Use this Guide, the Study Notes are provided for use by parents and students who have both read the
book. The ideas inherent to each text must be discussed between two people who have read the book, whether
separately or together.

Can I get t h ese book s at t h e libr ar y? M y libr ar y h as t h e sam e t it le an d au t h or , bu t t h e illu st r at or is dif f er en t , is
t h at all r igh t ?
As many of these titles are classics, they should be available at your library or through interlibrary loan. The titles listed
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include information on both author and illustrator, unless multiple editions are available. You should be able to locate the
titles easily, whether you?re ordering them or using your library. If your library does have a title listed under the correct
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author but different illustrator, that is fine. The editions and illustrators listed are simply the most desirable in regards to
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aesthetics. Do try to provide your child with editions that are either beautifully illustrated or not illustrated at all. Every
classic has been published with illustrations that detract from the story?s meaning and significance. Additionally, many
classics have been reissued with dreadful cover illustrations, but the beautiful original illustrations are preserved inside.
Just be sure to check before dismissing a book with an unattractive cover. And please avoid cartoonish representations as
they impede your child?s ability to imagine the characters in their own unique way.

How do I f in d ou t -of -pr in t t it les or edit ion s?
While every effort has been made to include titles and editions that are in print, books can go out of print without
advance notice. If this happens to a title you are trying to locate, you have several options. First, try your library.
Interlibrary loan connects your local library to virtually any other library, and while you may have to wait a couple of
weeks for the book to arrive, at least you?ll be able to enjoy it. If you want to purchase a title that is no longer available, try
searching for it online at Amazon, eBay, alibris.com, or abebooks.com.

In t h e Favor it e Au t h or s sect ion of each r eadin g list , som e book s ar e descr ibed an d ot h er s ar e n ot . Wh y?
The books that are described are special favorites. These books should not be missed. The listed books that are not
described are other recommended works by the author. The list is provided for easy reference and I have tried to keep it
as concise as possible, choosing not to describe every book in order to conserve space.
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FAVORITE AUTHORS
C. W. An der son
The Billy and Blaze books are wonderfully simple stories of the friendship between a boy and his pony. As each book is brief and
has an interesting story, they make excellent elementary readers. You?ll want to add these to your family library. Charcoal
drawings accompany each text.
Billy and Blaze | Blaze Finds the Trail | Blaze and the Gray Spotted Pony | Blaze and the Forest Fire
Blaze and the Lost Quarry | Blaze and the Mountain Lion | Blaze Shows the Way | Blaze and the Thunderbolt
Jon at h an Bean
This author/illustrator is talented at capturing scenes of modern life with tenderness and color. I love all of his books!
The Apple Pie that Papa Baked | At Night | Big Snow | Building Our House | This Is My House, This Is My School
M ar cia Br ow n
Brown?s adaptations of classic stories and fairy tales are well-written and whimsically illustrated. Readily available at many
libraries, these will be re-read dozens of times.
Dick Whittington and His Cat Excellent story about rewarded faithfulness and sacrifices, as well as forgiveness. Classic engravings
accompany the text.
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Cinderella | Stone Soup
M ar gar et Wise Br ow n

One half of the beloved Goodnight Moon team, Brown has enchanted youngsters for decades.
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The Runaway Bunny A beautiful allegory for Psalm 139, especially verses 7-13. Little Bunny asks his mother a series of questions
to see if he can escape her. Her consistent answers reveal the deep love that exists between a parent and child, mirroring the
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love that our heavenly Father has for us. Also reference Romans 8:38-39 for further discussion.

Eve Bu n t in g
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Goodnight Moon | My World | The Wonderful House

As an Irish immigrant to the United States, Bunting infuses her historical stories with wonderful patriotism. Her animal stories
are charming, filled with thoughtful kindness and sincerity. Many of her books are available at local libraries.
Clancy?s Coat Estranged friends reconcile by sharing memories of their past. The importance and value of old and true friends is
charmingly portrayed in word and picture.
Dreaming of America, An Ellis Island Story This account of Annie Moore, the first immigrant processed through Ellis Island, is
illustrated with beautiful watercolors as well as historical documents and photographs. This tells the classic story of a family who
sought a better life in America, bravely facing overwhelming odds.
Gleam and Glow Based on a true story of survival during the Bosnian war, this story tells of a family who must leave everything
and separate as the war gets closer to their home. Hope wins in the end. This beautiful book is especially meaningful in
introducing children to the concept of war and refugees.
How Many Days to America, A Thanksgiving Story | The Mother?s Day Mice | A Picnic in October | Pop?s Bridge
Smoky Night | So Far From the Sea | The Wednesday Surprise | The Valentine Bears | The Wall
Joh n Bu r n in gh am
Wonderfully English, this author/illustrator writes simple stories that capture young children?s attention. They also contain subtle
lessons in obedience, cooperation, and teamwork.
Mr. Gumpy?s Outing | Mr. Gumpy?s Motor Car
Vir gin ia Bu r t on
This much-loved author wrote stories that nearly every child has known and loved.
The Little House | Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel
6

Tr ish Cook e
These beautiful stories capture what it means to be in a family?the love, loyalty, and tenderness.
Full, Full, Full of Love | The Grandad Tree | Look Back! | So Much | When I Grow Bigger
Bar bar a Coon ey
Quintessentially traditional, Cooney captures the charm of New England and the stoic warmth of its inhabitants. Each of her
stories reinforces traditionally-held family values. Her illustrations, detailed and charming, are not to be missed.
Chanticleer and the Fox | Island Boy | Miss Rumphius
Tom ie dePaola
This author-illustrator created pictures that excite children?s imaginations and sympathies.
The Clown of God This classic French legend relates the tale of a clown who has lost everything but wants to give a gift to the
Christ Child. There are other editions of this story, but I feel that Tomie dePaola?s edition is especially poignant and fittingly
illustrated.
Now One Foot, Now Another and Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs Both stories are about a young boy?s memories of special times
spent with his grandparents. Wonderful for introducing children to the aging process and the death of grandparents.
26 Fairmount Avenue | The Art Lesson | The Christmas Pageant | The Miracles of Jesus | The Parables of Jesus
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Patrick: Patron Saint of Ireland | Tomie DePaola?s Book of Bible Stories | Tommie DePaola?s Favorite Book of Nursery Rhymes
M em Fox

P

The wonderfully warm stories of Fox are full of messages of kindness, inclusivity, and gentleness. Many are illustrated with great
wit and vivacity.
friendship between the very old and very young.
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Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge One of my all-time favorites, the illustrations are the perfect match for this book about

Ch er yl Har n ess
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Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes | Time for Bed | Whoever You Are

The combination of luxurious watercolors and engaging text make Harness?s works a wonderfully painless way to introduce
history to your child. Her well-researched stories is based on historical events or figures.
Abe Lincoln Goes to Washington: 1837-1865 | Young Abe Lincoln: The Frontier Days, 1809-1837 | Thomas Jefferson
The Adventurous Life of Myles Standish and the Amazing-but-True Survival Story of Plymouth Colony
The Amazing Impossible Erie Canal | George Washington | Three Young Pilgrims
Mark Twain and the Queens of the Mississippi | They?re Off! The Story of the Pony Express
The Trailblazing Life of Daniel Boone and How Early Americans Took to the Road
M ar y An n Hober m an
Delightful children?s author whose poems will delight your child with their fun, lyrical language, and great plots.
The Seven Silly Eater This story is so endearing: the illustrations are perfection, and the message is lovely.
A House is a House for Me
Bar bar a M . Joosse
Joosse writes short stories about family love and children?s curiosity. Essential read-alouds for the very young.
Mama, Do You Love Me? and Papa, Do You Love Me? These are wonderful books to read to young children who are still forming
their conception of what it means to be a family. These important books show that the love families share is the same no matter
how different their lives, cultures, and environments.
Grandma Calls Me Beautiful | I love You the Purplest
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STUDY NOTES FOR PRIMARY READERS
Th e book s r ead in t h is sect ion of ou r st u dy pr ovide excellen t oppor t u n it ies t o discu ss good beh avior an d m or al
lesson s, bu t w e k n ow t h at all act ion s ar e r oot ed in ou r h ear t s. Therefore, the first lessons focus on our worth as people
who bear the image of God, His deep love for us despite our sin, and the way Jesus' sacrifice makes a way for us to be in
relationship with our Creator. This understanding guides how we interact with fellow image-bearers and should prompt our
actions to come from a heart of gratitude. I believe the knowledge of this should lead to great joy, an absence of fear, and a
shockingly irrational love for those around us. Of course, in the daily grind all of us struggle with our sin nature. Stories are
one of the gifts that God has given us to help us understand our actions and their consequences. We will read several books
in their entirety, and I have provided discussion points, quotations, Scripture references, and more, to guide these talks. It is
my hope that your child will enjoy these books so much that you go back to them again and again and again. This way, the
stories (and lessons embedded within them) will influence the way your child sees the world and the people around her;
providing a lens by which she can see beauty, the worth of others, and the importance of diligence, courage, kindness, and
service.
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Well-told stories help to shape the way we see and interact with the world around us, and it ought to be a pleasure getting
lost in the pages of these books. The questions that follow are provided to spark discussion with your child. They aren?t
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there to check reading comprehension or make sure your child did her reading. They?re provided as a jumping-off point for
you and your children to have rich conversations. If you find you or your child are getting bogged down in providing the
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?right? answers, step back and just discuss the story. This guide has a two-fold purpose; first, to introduce some of the best
literature available to your child, and second, to help your family members develop a habit of discussing their reading,
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leading to conversations that will grow beyond the stories to real life itself.
I have also provided Bible verses, and I suggest memorizing them. You can find cards at the back of this guide (page 55) to
help with memorization. The youngest students will not be able to write out the verses or read them, but do try to discuss
them and work on memorizing them, if desired. Hebrews 4:12 says ?For the word of God is living and active and sharper
than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to
judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.? No story can transform our hearts like the story of God?s pursuit of us. And
His word is alive and active, so memorizing it and storing it up in our hearts and in the hearts of our children is the best way
to impart the truth of God?s word.
Th er e is n o set pace f or t h is st u dy. I would n ot suggest trying to complete a book per day as that?s going to be
overwhelming. Of course, try to read aloud each day, but the majority of reading aloud at this age should just be for
pleasure. I suggest reading these books a couple of times before you delve into the questions. Thankfully at this age,
children love repetition. It?s part of how their minds are growing, forming, and making connections. So, add these books to
your regular rotation of read-alouds, one at a time in the order below, every couple of weeks. When the stories are familiar,
start introducing the discussion questions.
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LESSON 1
1. Read the account of creation in Genesis 1:1-25.
2. Read Time of Wonder written and illustrated by Robert McCloskey.
3. God gave the earth to us to care for and enjoy. Go outside and look around. Write down or discuss the things in creation for
which you are grateful. Understanding that everything around us is a gift from God is foundational to all character education.
LESSON 2
1. Read Genesis 1:26-31.
2. Read When God Made You by Matthew Paul Turner, illustrated by David Catrow.
3. Discuss the line ??Cause when God made you / and the world oohed and aahed / in heaven they called you an image of God.?
How does this make you feel?
4. Now think of every person you have ever met. Did you know they were all created in the image of God too? What does this
mean for how we are to treat others?
5. The little girl in this story loves painting. This creativity reflects the Creator who made us. Our desire to create is one of the
ways we reflect His image in us. How do you create? Do you paint, build things, bake, explore? There are dozens of ways to be
creative, and they are all valuable.
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6. Write out Genesis 1:27 and work on memorizing it.
LESSON 3

1. Read Psalm 139, concentrating on verses 7-13, and Romans 8:38-39. Think of what you read in When God Made You. What do
2. Will God ever leave you? Is He with you always?
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3. Write out and work on memorizing Romans 8:39.

P

these verses promise?
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LESSON 4

1. Read Psalm 23. You can find many children?s versions of this classic psalm. Choose one you find appealing and easily
comprehensible to your child. Found: Psalm 23 by Sally Lloyd-Jones is a lovely version for youngsters.
2. Read John 10:14-18. Discuss the role of a shepherd. How does it make you feel knowing that Jesus is our good shepherd? What
is meant when He says He lays down His life for us?
LESSON 5
1. Read Mark 12: 41-44. In this parable Jesus is speaking of matters of the heart. Despite the large gifts given by the rich people,
He values the widow?s gift most. Why?
2. Read The Clown of God, adapted and illustrated by Tomie dePaola.
3. When Giovanni is young and meets the two monks, they tell him that even his juggling can be a gift to God. How does this
relate to 1 Corinthians 10:31? If desired, write out and work on memorizing 1 Corinthians 10:31.
4. How does Giovanni reflect the heart of the widow in the parable?
5. Did Giovanni or the widow give their gifts in order to earn God?s approval? Read Romans 5:8. If desired, write out this verse
and work on memorizing it.
LESSON 6
1. Read Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge by Mem Fox, illustrated by Julie Vivas.
2. When Jesus was asked what the greatest commandment was He responded, ???Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind.? This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ?Love your
neighbor as yourself.?? (Matthew 22:37-40). Knowing God?s great love for us and the sacrifice that Jesus made to save us changes
the way we see others and gives us a perfect example for how we should treat those around us. Does Wilfrid provide a good
example of how you can ?love your neighbor??
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LESSON 32
1. Read Chapters 3-5 of Caddie Woodlawn.
2. Why does Caddie dislike pigeon hunting? How does Mr.
Woodlawn differ from his neighbors in regards to the
pigeon hunt?
3. Define temperance and gluttony. Discuss the difference
between these characteristics.
4. Which of the above characteristics does Mr. Woodlawn
display when it is time to hunt pigeons? Does Caddie
display temperance by saving her silver dollar?
LESSON 33
1. Read Chapters 6-7 of Caddie Woodlawn.
2. In Chapter 6, Miss Parker and Obadiah Jones clash. Why
is this important?
3. Miss Parker gives Obadiah a choice. What is it and what
does Obadiah decide? What does this tell you about
Obadiah?
4. By giving Obadiah a chance, Miss Parker also revealed
an important aspect of her character. What character
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trait(s) did Miss Parker show Obadiah?
5. Why does Caddie skate over the thin ice? Is she foolish
for doing so?
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6. How does Tom?s quick thinking save her life?
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7. Mr. Woodlawn is a very patient person. Define patience.
How does he show this to Caddie?
8. Write out and memorize Proverbs 25:15. What does this
say about the power of patience?
LESSON 34
1. Read Chapters 8-9 of Caddie Woodlawn.
2. Mr. Woodlawn tells of his childhood in England. At the
end Mrs. Woodlawn expresses regret for the lost wealth
and nobility that could have been theirs. How does Mr.
Woodlawn respond to this?
3. Caddie has an opportunity to truly humiliate Tom. Why
does she choose not to? Have you ever been in a similar
position?
4. Define patriotism. As Christians, what is our role as
citizens of the nation in which we live? To whom or what is
our first loyalty?
LESSON 35
1. Read Chapters 10-11 of Caddie Woodlawn.
2.

The

Woodlawns

willingly

show

hospitality

and

generosity to anyone who asks. Define hospitality and
generosity. Who can you show generosity to? What are
ways that you can help your family be hospitable when
you have guests? Is someone truly generous who
begrudgingly gives to others?
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